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500 Slow-Cooker Dishes is a thorough guide to all the many ways you can employ your slow
cooker to make your life easier, and your cooking more cheap. You may also make bread in

your sluggish cooker, which book will show you how. There are recipes to match vegetarians
and meats eaters alike.
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The right recipes, but what they neglect to make clear ... Some good recipes, but what they
neglect to make clear is that is not 500 different recipes, it's like 100 recipes with 4 variations
on each. Five Stars Plenty of great recipes here. Five Stars Good recipes. Five Stars Like these
books! The very best part? There is also a general guide to utilizing a slow cooker that's
helpful. We threw out all of those other mush because neither folks had any idea how to
redeem it. Plenty of lamb dishes. Five Stars Easy to understand Some nonroutine slow cooker
dishes I like the format of the 500 series cookbooks, standard quality recipes with several
variations. Save your money.What a waste of cash.My spouse bought this book for me
personally for my birthday because she understands I really like using my slower cooker. I've
prepared three dishes out of the book so far; they were all mediocre at greatest.I actually tried
a lamb dish (and lamb is not cheap). The two of us only ate half a bowl. It was as bland as you
can get. I was pretty excited to see the final result and serve it up as the first prepared food
from my new reserve. This one contains some types of sluggish cooker recipes that I have not
seen before. This book proves that that quality trumps quantity. Save the disappointment and
perform some searches on the internet for good recipes. At least when you see them online,
other folks comment and give variations and suggestions. I want the whole collection! It's free.
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